D.C. art gallery apologizes for halting exhibit

By LAUREN SHARAH

A Washington, D.C. art gallery formally apologized Monday for canceling a controversial photography exhibition organized by the United States Institute of Contemporary Art.

A university official representing the university community said the apology is a significant step forward in addressing the controversy.

"We are sorry for the distress and discomfort our actions have caused," said the gallery director. "We believe in the importance of freedom of expression, and we recognize the importance of art in our society."

The bill proposes substantial cuts in federal monies for arts and humanities, contending that the government should not fund projects that would "encourage obscenity or other indecent material.

The Washington art gallery, which had been exhibiting the photography of Robert Mapplethorpe, said it had been pressured by conservative groups to cancel the exhibit. The gallery's director said the decision was made after receiving "a significant amount of pressure from the public and the government."

"We are deeply concerned about the impact this decision will have on the arts community," the gallery director said. "We believe that art has the power to challenge and inspire, and we want to continue promoting the arts in our community."

Workers try to repair a pump to keep water from flooding College Hall during yesterday's downpour.

Women's, minority groups file brief backing Tung

Supreme Court will hear tenure case in November

By AMY SILVERMAN

The university and the university's women's and minority faculty members will participate in the Supreme Court case that involves the tenure case of a professor who is being denied tenure.

According to the university's faculty senate, the case involves a professor who was denied tenure after he failed to meet the university's requirements for tenure.

"We strongly support our colleague," said the faculty senate. "We believe in the importance of tenure and the role it plays in supporting the university's mission."

The university and the university's women's and minority faculty members will file a brief supporting the professor's claim for tenure.

"We believe in the importance of diversity in our faculty and in the role that diversity plays in supporting our students," the faculty said.

"We stand in solidarity with our colleague and with all of our colleagues who are facing challenges in their tenure cases," the faculty said.

Please see APOLLO, page 3
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Poisonous spider lurking in Irvine

By BRENT MITCHELL

A dangerous spider has been found lurking in a number of buildings on the university campus, according to the university's pest control services.

"We have identified a brown recluse spider in several buildings on campus," said the pest control supervisor. "The spider is extremely venomous and can cause serious health issues.""
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Transfers, returning students bolstering Nursing's reputation

BY DAN SCHWARTZ

With a master's degree in Library Science obtained in 1987, Lena Milzno is not a nursing student. But Milzno arrived background in topics of this

year's class of Nursing transfer students.

Four of this year's 11 Nursing transfer students transferred from other schools within the University and many of the transfers are returning to school for a second degree.
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By STEVEN OCHS

Philadelphia is an abundance of activities, amenities, and attractions — every bit as much as it is a cultural and exciting city.

"We live in the shadow of New York." Blanche Schlesinger Philadelphia Literary Agent

"The Philadelphia galleries don't want to push anything that grows locally," Bender said last week. "You really have to find a market outside of the city before Philadelphia will ask you, but there are so many incredible people in Philadelphia — it's half of art schools and universities, so there's just not making enough noise.

Rinder said he hopes to "break all those bonds" and "make it" on the national, maybe even international, scene.

But the painting and performance worlds are anPhiladelphia's neighborhoods and great cultural resources which are often overlooked. Art is currently organizing a project pairing local business people with local artists for a contest of workshops and events. The winning artist will gain a performance at the Philadelphia and didn't take advantage of what the city has to offer," Rinder said. "We

Paint by Eyeing Off Self Photographs on exposure in New York City.

most writers would prefer to go to New York every weekend. There's a lot of money and a little more manageable than in New York," Rinder said. "I think it's just a little less close to New York. People can go there for a weekend," he said. Steve Gerba runs the Painted Bride's Grant Program for interdisciplinary Artists, which is aimed at "supporting artists whose work does not conform to traditional funding categories."

"We should all be proud of our local issues of artists," Gerba said last week. "We don't have to go to New York every week. There is a lot of money and support here, and a lot of it is greatly cheap compared to established lines of people." Bender said last week. "You really have to find a market outside of the city before Philadelphia will ask you, but there are so many incredible people in Philadelphia — it's half of art schools and universities, so there's just not making enough noise.
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WHAT CAN YOU FIND IN DP CLASSIFIEDS?

If you have something to buy or sell, advertise in The Daily Pennsylvanian Classified Ads. They're fast easy and cheap. And what's most important, they work.

To place your ad, just come to The Daily Pennsylvanian Business office Monday-Friday 9 am - 5 pm . . . or call 898-6581 for more information.

The Daily Pennsylvanian.
4115 Walnut St., 2nd floor 889-6581/8585
Debate rages over Philadelphia culture

Experts say antitrust lawsuit legally solid

...passed a version of the appropriations bill which does after it stopped the exhibit. ...posed to move to the Washington gallery.

Philadelphia literary community whom were located in New York. Schlessinger conceded that the Philadelphia literary community cannot stand on its own. She must travel to Manhattan at least once a month and make in constant phone contact with publishers there.

"We live in the shadow of New York," Schlessinger said. "In the literary community we feel very strongly that there are advantages to being a writer in Philadelphia, Schlessinger said. "A lot of writers feel intimidated by the atmosphere in New York. ...It's almost as hard to get an agent there as it is to get published."

...So the question remains, Moore or行政审批? In the end, the cultural texture of the city is determined by what both local artists and local patrons see. "We have long traditions in music, fine arts and dance," Jackson of the Cultural Alliance said. "I think we have an incredibly unique balance for a city of this size between established, traditional forms and less mainstream arts."

...Philadelphia. John Drobak, associate dean of Washington University School of Law, said that the Justice Department's investigation won't have much effect on Kingsepp's case, but added "it's never ends up in court, then the investigation won't have any impact."
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Gallery apologizes for cancelling exhibit

APOLGY, from page 1

...passed a version of the appropriations bill which does not include the Helms amendment. The bill will now go to conference committee, where Senate and House negotiators will hammer out a compromise.

...Debate rages over Philadelphia culture

The apology comes less than a week after the House...
The Undergraduate Assembly may be digging its own grave.

A series of editorials in The Daily Pennsylvanian has attempted to provoke the Assembly and intersessionally spark discussion about alternative student governance less than six months after it was called for by the faculty.

We asked students for petitions in a manner that would not abolish the ineffective body, but the Nominations and Elections Committee eventually voted the movement by citing a technical rule about the physical format of petitions.

The complaints against the UA are wide and numerous. Last semester, when the University announced a tuition increase of 7.3 percent, then-UA Chairman Keith Wasserstrom attempted to quell the controversy by lobbying the Trustees for a more moderate increase in tuition. Despite the Trustees' enthusiastic support, Wasserstrom encouraged the use of negotiation rather than confrontation. He did not attempt to quell the issue, he simply moved to the hands of the students.

And it's happening again. Although UA Chairperson Benjy Karsch has enthusiastically committed his class to work on the upcoming year, his methods bear a striking resemblance to those of the administration rather than confrontation. He is opting for "inside" negotiations with administrators, rather than confrontation. He should begin to confront the UA students should begin to confront the UA, rather than attempt to quell any matters that might arise between the student body and the administration.

That is why they did not call Wasserstrom when the alcohol policy was being discussed, that is why they did not call Karsch when the study-in was held. The alcohol policy and the study-ins are both issues that demand immediate and thorough review by the undergraduate student body. If the UA fails to openly and aggressively confront the administration as much as our tuition dollars do, the public will stop taking them seriously.

The problem is only that they do not yet know how to confront the administration. The only way to do that is to confront them. The UA is a student-run body; Karsch should begin to conform to the UA.

That's why it's important to remember, especially with the upcoming presidential and class elections, that the UA is a body of students elected by the students. That is why it's necessary to confront the administration.

All other columns, letters and artwork represent the opinions of their authors and are not necessarily those of the University.
SPIDER, from page 1

...somebody never seen or even heard of them, for the spider, according to Management Director Kenneth Huffman. He said that the typical student who has arachnophobia probably knows it is there.

Prof. Stem said last night that students have expressed concern about the spider's presence being forced upon students, adding that undergraduates are not intelligent enough to select their own courses. "I am not sure whether students want to be forced upon," Prof. Stem said last night.

Some say that these students are not keeping pace with the times, but Stem added that these should not just be on the student's back if the student goes for undergraduates.

"The students try not to let their head in the sand," Prof. Stem said last night.

"The students try not to let the student's back in the sand," Prof. Stem said last night.

"The students try not to let their head in the sand," Prof. Stem said last night.

"I would be for lower courses, but not for the course a little tougher.

Groups file brief on Tung

TUNG, from page 1

...they would not study science.

The case falls under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1962 which prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis of sex or race.

The University is asking to be granted the right to the documents. on November 9, 1987, the Justice Department, acting for the EEOC, opposed the Supreme Court should receive the case, which would have been the University to reveal the documents.

The court denied the request and granted the right to the documents by the University. on November 9, 1987, the Justice Department, acting for the EEOC, opposed the Supreme Court should receive the case, which would have been the University to reveal the documents.
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Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic has a variety of positions available for Work Study Students in the following areas:

Social Science Research, Word Processing, Data Processing Clerical/Medical Records Assistant

Outstanding work environment. Contact Michelle Herbert, 243-2625.
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World

Mixing AIDS drugs risky, study says

HOUSTON — AIDS patients in San Francisco are taking an average of five drugs and unapproved treatments without telling their doctors, putting them at greater risk of potentially fatal drug reactions, a survey has found.

The hidden use of AIDS drugs also makes it difficult for doctors to advise their patients on best side effects.

Doctors say they need the recommended, approved treatments for patients with the AIDS virus who would not receive more than one or two drugs unless they were very sick. Then they might give up treatment.

Dr. Kenneth Donsiger, medical director of a city-sponsored AIDS clinic in Oakland, said he was "fully supportive of people with HIV using alternative therapies."

"It also becomes difficult to do well care if we only have bits and pieces of information about what patients are taking in the community."

America's Cup returned to San Diego

NEW YORK — The America's Cup was returned yesterday to the San Diego Yacht Club in a state-appellate court, which reversed a decision that allowed the club of sailing's most coveted prize and its emblem to be stripped of sailing's most coveted prize and its emblem.

However, the returning Republicans on the House panel, which had asked for the transcripts of a subcommittee's hearings on allegations of influence for scientists to determine which drugs have ground belief that new experimental drugs may support AIDS clinic in San Francisco, said he was "fully supportive of people taking our average of five drugs and unapproved treatments."

Dr. Kenneth Dunnigan, medical director of a city-sponsored AIDS clinic in San Francisco, said he was "fully supportive of people with HIV using alternative therapies."

"It also becomes difficult to do well care if we only have bits and pieces of information about what patients are taking in the community."

Georgia

Gorbachev set to revamp party

MOSCOW — President Mikhail Gorbachev yesterday was an opportunity to revamp the Communist Party by seeking a party reform to be followed by new elections, a top Soviet official said yesterday. However, the ranking Republican on the House panel, which had asked for the transcripts of a subcommittee's hearings on allegations of influence for scientists to determine which drugs have ground belief that new experimental drugs may support AIDS clinic in San Francisco, said he was "fully supportive of people taking our average of five drugs and unapproved treatments."

Dr. Kenneth Dunnigan, medical director of a city-sponsored AIDS clinic in San Francisco, said he was "fully supportive of people with HIV using alternative therapies."

"It also becomes difficult to do well care if we only have bits and pieces of information about what patients are taking in the community."
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Gorbachev set to revamp party

MOSCOW — President Mikhail Gorbachev yesterday was an opportunity to revamp the Communist Party by seeking a party reform to be followed by new elections, a top Soviet official said yesterday. However, the ranking Republican on the House panel, which had asked for the transcripts of a subcommittee's hearings on allegations of influence for scientists to determine which drugs have ground belief that new experimental drugs may support AIDS clinic in San Francisco, said he was "fully supportive of people taking our average of five drugs and unapproved treatments."

Superpowers to meet amid vast changes

WASHINGTON — Secretary of State James Baker and Swedish Foreign Minister Hans-Georg Goe-Wein in Moscow at a time of human rights change in the superpowers ranging from reasoned debate to expressed alarm.

Kemp call for more aid to homeless

HARTFORD, Conn. — Housing Secretary Jack Kemp has told homeless people in a way to a new report Thursday before the House of Representatives. Kemp has called for more aid to homeless people who are putting their homes as a precaution.

"We need to do more to help them," Kemp said. "We need to keep the homeless people as a precaution.

"The government system has had to do more to help them," Kemp said. "We need to keep the homeless people as a precaution.
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Joe had a big impact on our win, said Ford. "Joe gets more yards and makes the balls go in the net. We've had a couple of games where he's scored three goals."

"I think Penn pays good soccer," Ford said. "And, they're thinking that a game with Virginia can only help them get better." Better than the team that fired Corbett a couple of months ago, that lost to Princeton at home, the players have a newfound respect for the Valley Wolverines. "I think Virginia still has a lot of good things that can come out of the Cornell game in terms of poise to pass the ball to our people, and you could see in our game that we couldn't do that. It was amazing." But I don't think they'll do it, is what Ford said."

One other benefit of playing non-League teams is the style of play the Cavaliers and the rest of the highly competitive ACC rely on much more of an attacking style. A style that usually leads to a lot of chances for the Quakers, but also the chance of scoring against a team that is ranked in the top five of the nation.

Steve Badman, Penn soccer coach, against the nation's best for each year for the last 35 years, said that is one of the reasons that Penn is so good. "I think that Big Ten is a great conference for us. The kind of games you have in the league, you need to play them because you have the same opponents, the same players, the same teams. Penn is the best team we can play. They enjoy playing great soccer."
Cardinal O’Hara snaps C.B. West’s 55-game unbeaten run

DEPOLEITON, Pa. — Even the victory cries as the national rankings changed, the prep football unbeaten streak came to an end as all games on a 25-year touchdown catch with two seconds remaining.

The catch last night by New Fredberg junior Gordon "G" Williams as the powderd West, the Eastern Pennsylvania Conference’s unbeaten team since Thanksgiving Day 1987.

The Buckea had won a state record 30 straight and then placed in a 14-16 Nov. 24, 1988, with an 11-yard TD that had just one. For the Buckea, a 30-25 game unbeaten streak set 1867 to 1886 by Bigelow High, a school that no longer exists. The western Pennsylvania district that now encompasses the Buckea district includes Allegheny Woodland Hills High School.

The national record is 70 victories Bigelow High in Michigan from 1889 to 1890. "We weren’t out to break any streaks," said Orchard’s coach Bob Clendenon, who addressed the Buckea on the field after the game. "We were just trying to stop that. For us, this is like playing Notre Dame."

New York West last year ended a 35-game unbeaten streak was also penalized 15 times for 66 yards, including several penalties at critical times.

NEW YORK — Quarterback Basaaas of the Minnesota Vikings was named the NFC Offensive Player of the Week in 1988.

The award was established in 1987 to honor the name of the late Hall of Farmer and former American President.

THE FIRST MEETING OF THE GRADUATE INTER-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES COUNCIL (GISAC) will be held on

WED., SEPT. 29TH at 6:30 PM in the BEN FRANKLIN ROOM of Houston Hall

Graduate student organizations with membership from ACROSS the various colleges may register — apply for recognition and funding

GISAC is an autonomous committee of the Graduate & Professional Students Assembly (GPSA)

WHO BROUGHT YOU ZIGGY MARLEY, TRACY CHAPMAN, 10,000 MANIACS, ELVIS COSTELLO?

PEABODY CONVENTION CENTER

Introduction Meeting Today, 7:30 PM

Houston Hall, Bowl Room

GET INVOLVED!

• Films
• Concerts
• Advertising
• Cafe
• Crafts Fairs
• Tech
• Tournaments & Games

Baseball

CHICAGO — New Melvin Adiny of Torrison Johnson launched outliers Denny Straw and Kevin Briscoe yesterday for leaving the dugout during Monday’s 2nd round in the Cub.

"Let’s just say I was disappointed a couple of people’s actions and this will give them time to think ab-

ou this," Adiny said.

Johnson, who had apparently what happened was the Cubs into the Chicago Mon-

day night and were not on the bench in the ninth inning when the Mel-

two runs and had the bases loaded.

Straw had to be called back when it was his turn to bat and he
to the end of the final out.

NEW YORK — Nolan Ross of the Texas Rangers has been named re-
hap of the American League’s Joe Cronin award for significant achievement in 1989, league Presi-

tent Brady Bums said yesterday. The award this year will go to the 1987 national league pitcher to surpass the 5,000 strikeout barrier on Aug. 21 against Yanks.

Theaward was established in 1975 to honor the name of the late Hall of Farmer and former American President.

ROSA, U.S.R. — The Berger hockey team beat the Soviets 5-1 into the last set of 236 in over-

take in the 1990 ice hockey world championships.

The award was established in 1975 to honor the name of the late Hall of Farmer and former American President.

WE'RE REASONABLE Apartments over married, Graduate School of Business professional. Call 902-902

ADDITIONS

ABO U TO PROFESSIONAL COLLEGE feds are asked to visit us. We are excited to return to campus.

OFTEN, SS: AN APARTMENT we could not be more anxious to return to our own.

DON'T MISS IT

TRAVEL


WANTED

Call 204-677-2554 for more information.

Read It
Penn needs some relief at tailback

By ISA APPEL

All of the Penn football team has been talking about the backfield situation. It is a tough one to fill. The Quakers’ most recent tailback, Richard Keys, was the top running back in the Ivy League, gaining 1,717 yards last season. Keys led the nation in rushing.

Keys has been a diligent worker who has shown a great deal of potential in the past. He is going to be missed by the Quakers, and the backfield position will be a major concern for the team.

Keys was a reliable backfield player who was always dependable. He was a key component of the Quaker offense, and his absence will be felt throughout the season. The team will need to find a player to replace Keys and fill the gap left by his departure.

Penn needs to find a reliable tailback who can carry the team forward. The team will need to rely on their backs to lead the way and provide the necessary spark for the offense.

Coach Steve Aronson has expressed his concerns about finding a replacement for Keys. "Richard Keys was a key part of our offense," he said. "We need to find someone who can step up and fill that role."

The team will need to look to the younger players to step up and take on the challenge. The Quakers have young talent that can be utilized, but they will need to be developed and given the opportunity to shine.

In conclusion, the backfield situation at Penn is a major concern this season. The team will need to find a reliable tailback who can carry the team forward and fill the gap left by Richard Keys. The team will need to rely on their backs to lead the way and provide the necessary spark for the offense. The younger players will need to be developed and given the opportunity to shine.